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DESCRIPTION 
 
Proper maintenance of company records requires that you assign the correct status to the 
customer and vendor records. The customer and vendor status determines the transactions 
that can be recorded for the customer or vendor.  
 
This Technical Note provides a list of transactions that cannot be recorded for inactive 
customers, inactive vendors, and temporary vendors in the Accounts Receivable, Sales 
Order, Return Merchandise Authorization, Accounts Payable, Purchase Order, and Return to 
Vendor Authorization modules. This document also discusses the difference between 
inactive and temporary vendors. 
 
Note: Return Merchandise Authorization (RA) and Return to Vendor Authorization (RV) 
modules are available only in AccountMate for SQL and Express versions. 
 
SOLUTION 
 
Inactive Customer Status 

 
You can assign either an “Active” or “Inactive” status to the customer records. If you have 
an ongoing trade relationship with the customer, assign an “Active” status to the customer 
record. You can record any transactions for an active customer if you have access rights to 
the function. If you are not currently doing business with the customer, assign an “Inactive” 
status to the customer record. You can record transactions, but limited, for inactive 
customers. Below is a list of transactions that cannot be recorded for inactive customers: 

 
 Create sales order/quote 
 Ship sales order 
 Release credit hold  
 Approve sales quote 
 Create/amend recurring sales order 



 Generate recurring sales order 
 Create blanket sales order 
 Release blanket sales order 
 Import sales order 
 Create/amend advance billing 
 Approve advanced billing 
 Cancel shipment 
 Create invoice 
 Generate invoice from shipment 
 Create sales return without invoice 
 Realize revenue  
 Generate prenotes 
 Activate customers for electronic payment 
 Import invoice 
 Create/amend recurring invoice 
 Generate recurring invoice 
 Create RMA  
 Receive RMA  
 Ship RMA  
 Complete RMA  
 Cancel Receive RMA  
 Cancel Ship RMA  
 Cancel Complete RMA  

 
Note: The Realize Revenue and all RA functions (i.e., Create RMA, Receive RMA, Ship RMA, 
Complete RMA, Cancel Receive RMA, Cancel Ship RMA, Cancel Complete RMA) are available 
only in AccountMate for SQL and Express versions. 
 

 
Inactive Vendor Status 

 
You can assign an Active, Inactive or Temporary status to the vendor records. If the vendor 
is a typical vendor with whom you have an ongoing trade relationship, assign an “Active” 
status to the vendor record. If you are not currently doing business with the vendor, assign 
an “Inactive” status to the vendor record. Lastly, if you are rarely doing business with the 
vendor or your engagement is for a short period, assign a “Temporary” status to the vendor 
record. Be careful when assigning a “Temporary” status to a vendor record since 
AccountMate deletes the temporary vendor record from the current file during period-end 
closing when the vendor has no outstanding invoices and the vendor balance is zero. 
 
Some transactions cannot be recorded or maintenance functions cannot be run for vendors 
with an inactive status. Below is a list of transactions that cannot be recorded for inactive 
vendors: 

 
 Create purchase order (by vendor, item, sales order or reorder quantity) 
 Create purchase quote (by vendor, item, sales order or reorder quantity) 
 Create blanket purchase order  
 Receive goods 
 Receive multiple purchase orders  
 Create landed cost accrual  
 Approve purchase quote 
 Release blanket purchase order 
 Import purchase order 



 Cancel received goods 
 Post/amend AP invoice 
 Post/amend prepayment transaction 
 Create/amend deferred expense invoice 
 Amortize expense 
 Manual/automatic apply payment 
 Generate prenotes 
 Activate vendors for electronic payment 
 Post/amend credit card billing 
 Post credit card payment 
 Post finance charge 
 Post handwritten check 
 Print computer check 
 Import AP invoice 
 Set up/amend recurring AP invoice 
 Generate recurring AP invoice 
 Post vendor beginning balance 
 Void credit card payment 
 Current-year/Previous-year 1099 information update 
 Create RTV  
 Ship RTV 
 Receive RTV 
 Complete RTV 
 Cancel Ship RTV 
 Cancel Receive RTV 
 Cancel Complete RTV 

 
Note: The Create Blanket PO, Receive Multiple Purchase Orders (introduced in AccountMate 
11.1 for SQL/Express), Accrue Landed Cost, Deferred Expense Invoice, Amortize Expense, 
Post Credit Card Billing (introduced in AccountMate 10.4 for SQL/Express), and all RV 
functions including Create RTV, Ship RTV, Receive RTV, Complete RTV, Cancel Ship RTV, 
Cancel Receive RTV, and Cancel Complete RTV are available only in AccountMate for SQL 
and Express versions. 
 

 
Temporary Vendor Status 

 
Several transactions can be recorded for temporary vendors except the following: 
 
 Post/amend prepayment transaction 
 Amortize expense 
 Import AP invoice 
 Current-year/Previous-year 1099 information update 
 Ship RTV 
 Receive RTV 
 Complete RTV 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Identifying the transactions that cannot be recorded and maintenance functions that cannot 
be run for certain customer or vendor status helps you in assigning the appropriate status 
to the customer and vendor records. Understanding these limitations helps you efficiently 
manage your company records.  
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